Caught Napping

ROSS TRUDEAU

ACROSS

1. Infinity ___ (Marvel ingot)
6. "The Get Down" do
10. Prefix with sexual or goddess
14. "This isn't my finest hour"
15. "Hasta"
16. Impulse conveyor
17. Emmy-nominated "Atlanta" actress
19. Future doc's exam
20. Greek Cupid
21. Charges for commercials
23. Almost cero
24. Hit a Grateful Dead concert?
26. Waffle
28. "Don't Worry, ___" (Bobby McFerrin hit)
32. Goalie who lets in many goals, to scorful fans
33. Charlottesville sch.
34. Tombstone product
38. Feature of many a "Krazy Kat" vista
40. Israeli weapon named after a Gal
41. Name that's an anagram of 57-Down
42. "Wheel of Fortune" bonus game
47. Jiro of "Jiro Dreams of Sush"
48. Dutch bloom
49. Site with celebrity gossip content
51. President of France, 1995–2007
53. Smoochin' at the movies, say
54. Brooding sort
55. Oscar-nominated "Moonlight" actress Harris
59. Exuberance
63. Teeming (with)
65. Grammy–winning DJ married to Alicia Keys
67. One to look up to

68. Rock climb without a partner
69. Shortstop's bugaboo
70. Recipient of many iPhone calls?
71. Was behind
72. Yoga pose

DOWN

1. XXL, say
2. Romanov despot
3. Greek aperitif
4. CBS cop show starring LL Cool J
5. Scrape (out)
6. Killed, as a test
7. Feudal estate
8. Insurance quote
9. Enters like a slimeball
10. Water stopper
11. "I BEG your pardon?"
12. Disney character voiced by Auli'i Cravalho
13. Trailing
18. Unflattering revelation, to a celeb
22. Flow slowly
25. UV blockage no.
27. Singer Sands
28. Fist ___
29. At any point
30. Is planning to get even with
31. "Hey bae can't sleep wanna chill?"
32. Take by force
35. [Snore], and a notable feature of 17–, 34–, 42–, and 65–Across
36. "A People's History of the United States" author Howard
37. Soothing substance
39. Shade of bleu
43. Panache
44. "Portrait of Gertrude Stein" artist Pablo
45. Jennifer of "Hustlers"
46. Cease
50. Some brews
51. Marvel hunk Hemsworth ... or Evans ... or Pratt =P
52. Fashion designer Klum
55. "Ooh, SEXY!"
56. 5,280 feet
58. Preppy clothing brand
60. Actress ___ Flynn Boyle
61. Kind of collar
62. Poet Pound
64. Yale grad, informally
66. "C'mon, ___ pal ..."
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